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A UX project that explores a di!erent approach on how artists can discuss constructive 
feedback on social media. As an artist who also frequently posts art online, I am familiar 
with many demands that artists frequently make, but I needed to take into account and 
validate each artists’ di!erent goals and frustrations regarding feedback.

by Phuong Ho (LinkedIn: @pminhho)
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Not everyone has the time, 

energy, or perceived expertise 

to provide comments with 
substance to the artist. 

This looks great!

I dunno where to begin. 

They put alot of thought 

into this. Maybe I’ll come 

back to this later-

Some artists may wonder 

what it is that users “like” or 

“dislike” about their work.

Is the thumbs down 

objective or subjective? Or is 

it from someone trolling?

More than half the stars, 

but still not “there”, right? 

What went well? And 

wrong?

Rating systems are often 

arbitrarily used and can be 
interpreted di!erently by both 

artist and audience.
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Dilemmas of art social media communities

Identify problem1



Instead of a simple “like” or “dislike” button, people can 
submit and receive selections of areas (“snippets”) within 
each artwork to compliment or critique.

Each of these individual snippets can provide some 
valuable visual insight. It becomes less of a popularity 
numbers contest as every snippet even standalone can 
represent a unique voice.

Regardless of whether the audience wants to leave a quick 
or detailed feedback, the ability to simply pick and submit 
areas can save time from having to describe anything in 
detail. In the end, artists can still benefit from these snips, 
and viewers are able to elaborate at a later time if desired.

Proposal1
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Concept: (1) Select area in artwork, (2) Choose 
option to compliment or critique, (3) Elaborate on 
selection or simply submit for artist feedback.

Identify problem1



Detailed survey results: getfeedback.com/s/gk4LeWcF/1

Free response answers: getfeedback.com/s/gk4LeWcF/16

Survey start: October 13, 2017 (8:00pm CT)

Survey end: October 15, 2017 (11:55pm CT)

Survey Schedule

16 question multiple choice online survey (includes optional free 

response question in the end)

Methodology

-To gather information on how artists feel about giving and receiving 

constructive feedback within online spaces

-To identify the key issues that need to be prioritized before working on 

the UI prototype

Purpose

Research Survey

User research2



User research2

Beginner Intermediate Advanced

Art Expertise Level

Rarely Frequently

Social Media Usage

Hobby Job

Artist Occupation

19-24 25-34

Age Range

General Information

OtherInstagram Facebook TumblrDeviantart Twitter

Yes No Maybe

Interest in social media platform that 

encourages giving/receiving 

constructive feedback 

Social Media Preferences for Posting Artwork 

Thoughts on Recieving Constructive Feedback

I like getting constructive feedback anytime

I like getting constructive feedback when I ask for it

I don’t like receiving constructive feedback

0%

Opinions and Preferences

Rarely Sometimes

Post Artwork Online

OftenNever

0%

Request Feedback

Rarely Sometimes OftenNever

0%

Rarely Sometimes

Provide Feedback

OftenNever

Receive Feedback

Rarely Sometimes OftenNever

0%

Constructive Feedback Activity

Consultation IRL vs. Online

People in real life > People online

People in real life < People online

People in real life = People online

I seldom ask for feedback

0%

Consultation Outside Social Media

Art teachers/professors

Artist peers

Non-artist peers

Friends/family

Caveats:

- Age group surveyed is not too diverse; majority of people in this study are millennials

- Majority of people surveyed are real life and online friends (who frequent more than one social media)



Goals & pain points3

Characteristics

Goals

Open to opportunities for feedback and 

networking

-Make reliable connections with people 

who encourage improvement

-Get detailed feedback akin to feedback 

one would receive in classroom settings

-Filter out comments that are unrelated 

to the artwork or inappropriate

Frustrations
-People who claim art is the easy and 

lazy “cop-out” path

-Occasional “art block”; wants to ask for 

feedback but doesn’t want to inquire 

others about it too often

Intermediate art expertise

The aspiring artist

Characteristics

Goals

Attentive to detail, also likes to take a step 

back to examine the grand scheme

-To garner high number impressions for 

their social media feeds, website, and 

hosted events of the company

-Seek redlines/feedback internally within 

their own teams before publishing

Frustrations
-Occasional stress from having hobby as 

a job or career path

-Clients who expect them to “do their 

creative magic, you’re the expert” with 

little prior research, theme, or guidance

Advanced art expertise

The professional artist

Personas

Characteristics

Goals

In the loop with social media, busy online 

and in real life

-To provide feedback (often when asked) 

that is quick but still well thought out

-Confidence to ask the important/

constructive questions that can lead to 

more e!ective answers

Frustrations
-Not entirely sure how to phrase 

feedback when artists ask for them

-Perceives self as not always artistic or 

skilled enough to make informed 

feedback

Beginner art expertise

The casual viewer

I wanted to give each persona specific traits, but I didn’t want to overgeneralize appearance with their respective roles, 

personalities, and expertise. These are still general but distinct characteristics to keep in mind as I design for flows, 

screens, and settings.



SETTINGS

- Blacklist select content

- Control # of artwork 

   per page

- Password reset

SOCIAL MEDIA

- Information on whether

   site is free to use

- Customer service phone

- Overview of how to use

   the website

- Description of copyright &

   creative commons licenses

Top Navigation

SEARCH

- Categorize hashtags

- Sort artwork by random

- Sort by latest date

ABOUT

- Mission and values

- Team members

HELP

ACTIVITY

- Favorites/bookmarks

- Look through art’s

   comment stats

COMMENTS

- Comment on artwork

- Give “Thumb’s up”

- Give reply to feedback

- Report artwork if needed

HOME

- Featured artwork

- Artwork suggestions

   (after login)

Bottom Navigation

PROFILE

- # of followers/following

- Artist’s artwork gallery

- Send friend request

- Send direct message to

   artist

SUBMIT ARTWORK

- Make minor edit to image

- Crop image

- Adjust privacy settings for

   artwork

- Publish artwork online

Site Mapping

Low-Fidelity4

After examining the survey results, I created a card sort exercise for people to organize how they expect information to 
be laid out. The site map and user flow diagram are made as a result of the card sorting results.



After user click

Redirect

Page

Conditions to meet before proceeding

Home (before login)
Sign Up Log In

Sign up process page

Error Success

Home (after login)
Feed Submit artwork

My profile

Activity

Send friend request

Comment Stats

Password reset

Settings

Blacklist select content on feed

Help

About

Art submission
process page

Success

Artwork and
Comments

section

Search

Art Gallery

Success

Artwork
selection

Art Profile

Send private message to artist

# of followers, # following

Art gallery

Contact

Follower list
Following list

Log Out

User Flowchart

Low-Fidelity4

This provides a general overview 
of how to make some page flows 
for the entire website. For next 
time, I will also consider creating 
multiple individual linear flows 
based on solving for di!erent user 
scenarios.



Feed New Post Profile

Feed

Search

View Sort

Activity

FeaturedEveryone
Friends only Latest

Most comments

tags separated by comma

User 3 
November 20, 2017

Critique enabled
Comments enabled

Gallery

Bookmarks

Feed New Post ProfileActivity

28 Followers  |  19 Following 

See the rest >

Your Profile

Pinned message lorem ipsum dolor; up to
200 characters introduction about myself, 
goals, careers, what I like to see, hobbies,
my inspirations, shout out message.

First Last Name @username

Send Friend Request Send MessageLinks

Twitter

Behance
Facebook

Website
Twitter

Behance
Facebook

Website

Notifications

November 18, 2017

User 3 left a critique + comment

User 1 left a compliment

User 3 sent you a message! (+2)

User 3 bookmarked “

User 3 left a compliment + comment

User 1 left a critique + comment

User 1 left a compliment

+1 User 1 followed you!

User 1 bookmarked “

User 1 sent you a message! (+2)

User 2 bookmarked “

User 2 left a compliment + comment

November 17, 2017

Activity

Feed Activity

tags separated by comma

Feed

Search

View Everyone Sort Featured

User 3 User 4 

User 5 User 6 

Feed New Post ProfileActivity

Submit Artwork

2. Description and Comments

Back

Artwork Title *

Step 2 of 3

Save Draft

Tags

Comments on Artwork

Next

Formatting rules

Submit Artwork

1. Upload art or photo

Submit Artwork

3. Settings for Artwork

PostBack

Privacy Settings Public to everyone
Friends only
Unlisted http://loremip.som

Copyright and
Creative Commons

User Comments Enable comments
Disable comments

User Critique Allow users to provide critique
Don’t allow users to provide
critique

Save Draft

Do not remix
What’s this?

Contains Explicit or
Sensitive Content
What’s this?

August 31, 2017

Review Artwork

Artwork Title 
Artist name

Low-Fidelity 
Wireframes

Low-Fidelity4

Feed and Profile
Appearance of the typical social 
network art gallery.

Activity
Gives artists who want to know 
how many impressions and types 
of feedback their artwork received.

Settings for artwork
Gives artist freedom over what 
extent to solicit feedback (i.e. 
privacy settings, enabling/
disabling critique, etc).

Submitting, viewing, and 
commenting on artwork
While there isn’t a ratings system 
for making a comment towards an 
artist’s work, having a ratings 
system for other people’s 
comments might help thwart 
trolling in comments.



font: Atami
border-radius (for images, buttons, containers): 8px
button height: 24px
page body margin: 12px
header section vertical padding: 8px
content section vertical padding: 12px

Style

#999, 10pxSubtitle
#555, 12pxTitle

Header section

#555, 10pxBody text
#555, 10pxDate

Content section

Typography

Colors

-Page bg
-Button text

#FFFFFF

-Top page bar bg
-Default button bg

#2D4FBE + #7075FF

-Bottom nav icons
#3663DD

-“Compliment” color
#64ECEB

-“Critique” color
#D62773

-Drop shadow
#D1DCFF

-Title & body text
-“Cancel” button bg

#555555

-Subcategory text
#999999

-Search box text
#DDDDDD

Design elements5



Full prototype: framer.cloud/zfBXQ/8

ComplimentCancel

Hi-Fidelity6

Interactive Prototype

Went for mobile MVP for first iteration, but the 

final products for this project would consist of 

mobile app, tablet, and desktop versions of 

Piksnip. 

In hindsight, an additional survey question of 

how artists normally post their artwork online 

(via desktop or from phone/tablet first) might 

better prioritize which version to start creating. 

Either way, mobile or desktop versions would 

follow closely behind whichever is designed 

first.



User testing, validation, retrospective7

Technical issues before testing
I was new at using Framer for hi-fidelity 

prototyping at the time, so some of the motion 

animation/page interactions would perform 

contrary to expectations. I informed people of 

this in advance before they make feedback 

towards said page transitions.

Validations
Navigating through the app was not di!cult 

for most people (certain placement of sections 

was familiar enough to those who frequently 

use social media, lowering that barrier to 

entry) and the concept had overall positive 

reception. 

There was some confusion over icon choice 

(i.e. “notifications” icon looked more like a 

“internet connection” or “rankings” related 

icon), which made some pages more di!cult 

to find. There was also confusion on some 

naming conventions.

Some user requests to consider
-“Upload” button expected to be in the center 

of the bottom menu

-Tag filter: should be under “search” section 

(along with the view and sort) instead of 

“settings”

-Add report button to each artwork (to help 

prevent unsolicited feedback on stolen works)

To improve on for next time
-Would like to find a way to survey more 

diverse audiences for research (i.e. di"erent 

age groups), but I also want to keep focus on 

audiences who hold interest for art creation

-Improve knowledge on how to e"ectively use 

Framer

-A short survey on how to name certain things 

can help with semantic misunderstandings/

inconsistencies

-Improve on branding guide with more 

consistent design specs, typography, and 

color choice

Stray thoughts
-Will keep motion animation simple or non-

existent in the first hi-fidelity prototypes, then 

add them in later. Having inaccurate animation 

can distract users as they’re testing.

-The “pros” of this concept is to provide more 

specific forms of feedback, but it could also 

come with possibly hyperfocusing on details 

when sometimes simplicity is best. Future 

user testing can focus on how often people 

will use the ratings system within the 

comments section to maintain quality and 

nuance of each feedback given. Blogs or social 

networks can help keep communication 

channels open for long-term.


